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About YLogApp

Features

go paperless -> save trees -> save environment -> save planet -> save earth and us

For public safety and so of other road users, motor driver's hours of service are strictly regulated by Federal and 

Provincial laws. These laws limit the number of hours a driver can drive in a day, the length of a work shift and the 

number of work hours a driver can accumulate over a multi-day period.

YLogApp  is a web as well as mobile app for maintaining daily driver log details for dispatches. It contains detail about 

all drivers and vehicle working for a company. If any rule is violated than portal show alert for that rule. 

Admin Dashboard

¦Admin can mange drivers, vehicles, dispatches, devices etc.

¦GPS Units are associated with vehicles in order to capture location data.

¦Admin creates dispatches and assigns them with drivers and vehicles.

¦Admin can add multiple stops in dispatches.

¦Drivers get notification if their license is about to expire, they were about to violate any DOT rule.

¦Drivers select their dispatches and start from start addresses. System captures their log information and show 

on screen.

¦Prior to use a mobile device as GPS unit, it should be approved by Admin.

¦Admin can invoke/ revoke access to any mobile device at any time.



go paperless -> save trees -> save environment -> save planet -> save earth and us

Logs

¦Driver does not need to insert any 

information about log manually. All log 

operations are maintained automatically.

¦Log records can be seen in both graphical 

and grid view.

¦Vehicle can be located on map any time.

¦There are two types of log - driver log and 

vehicle log. 

¦Vehicle log is generated automatically on 

time set by Admin.

¦Driver log is generated for driver when he is driving vehicle.Log Web application is integrated with iPad and 

android devices. Data is synchronized between web application and devices. Application can work in offline 

condition as well

Mobile Devices
YLogApp Web application is integrated with iPad and android 

devices. Data is synchronized between web application and 

devices. Application can work in offline condition as well.

¦Driver logs in from iOS/Android device.

¦Admin receives alert about new device registration 

request.

¦ Device Authenticated by Admin and associated 

with vehicle.

¦  Works in Offline mode too.

¦ Data remains synced between portal and mobile 

devices.



go paperless -> save trees -> save environment -> save planet -> save earth and us

YLogLite is an application to increase your productivity and enhance customer service.
YLogLite is developed for drivers and delivery persons, for dispatch management and timely delivery management.
The application has Smart functions of real time tracking, route management, trip management, time management 
and many more. YLogLite allow users to get their day to day trip schedules, update status of trip while starting, see
 stops in between, see current position etc. User can schedule trips in advance on future dates and get alerts for the
 trip. YLogLite user can see trips for specific dates along with current date trip. The YLogLite requires internet in the
 smart phone to work as GPS device and captures current location of a trip with flexible data capturing frequency
 specified by the user. App data is synced with web portal with interval specified by administrator.In this way, Admini
-strator of company at back office can keep track of all its assets in real time. If administrator makes a change in trip
 like, add a new stop in between then it goes directly on the app at user in field where he/she can see it and work
 accordingly.

- Device authentication
- User can see daily trips assigned to him/her by administrator
- Can see the route for trip
- Can see stops in between the trip
- Gets notification when reaches on stop
- Synced with Web Portal to see activities in real time
- Can see current trip as well as for a specific date

YLogLite

Key Feature
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